The space or rights to the space have been appropriated, and can now be given or sold to some other entity. It has come under control it is transferable.

own it/sell it. Probably the most technical application of disposition. A person has appropriated a space (that can be readily defined) and chose to dispossess it to another entity.

don't own it/sell it. When disposition happens outside of easily defined boundaries. For example, selling the pacific ocean, or realty on the moon, or the Reds Baseball team.

social disposition. Though certain spaces have been designated as, or appropriated to be public space, and thus anyone or any activity is permitted (to an extent); social norms dictate what can actually happen during certain times or events.

forced disposition. Though certain spaces can be appropriated and dispossessed, there may be a higher authority that still controls the space.

If you want to sell space, it has to be valuable to whoever you're selling it to. Disposition raises the question of appropriation, along with the ethics of and questions about rightful appropriation.